Two Prizes to be Awarded This Spring; Regulations for Contests Given

Frederick T. Cooper Prize for Essay Due Before April 25

Regulations concerning the Frederick Tucker Cooper Prizes for the best papers on the subject, "What a treat you're in for?"

Senior Libraries Will Be Judged During March of Year

Every May Charles E. Rush, a trustee of the college, offers $600.00 for the best personal library acquired during her four years of college. The competition shall be the property of the student entering the contest. In determining the following:

1. The books constituting a library in competition shall be the personal libraries of the student entering the contest. In determining the following:

2. They shall show evidence of being well edited and printed, the book to be selected, and shall bear a suitable bookplate or other organization.

3. They shall be well edited and printed, the book to be selected, and shall bear a suitable bookplate or other organization.

4. The decision shall be made by two judges who shall examine the libraries and interview the owners.

5. Following the first eliminations, the President and the judges may arrange for a public exhibition of selected entries or decisions for public exhibition.

Elizabeth Fessenden, '39, Enjoys Studies, Skiing in France

Elizabeth Fessenden ("Eagle") Tooriedades 39 writes of her life in Paris where she is studying at the Sorbonne for her junior year, that she is living an unusually interesting life with a French family who help her with her French, and who took her skiing in the French Alps during Christmas vacation.

"Our location is very fortunate," she continues, "as Pat (her roommate) and I have the use of the Sorbonne, which is about a twenty-minute run, good a part of it through the Luxembourg gardens, and back again for lunch. I have three courses, six lectures a week, so that I have plenty of time to work. In the afternoon I stagger down to headquarters here for classes every afternoon and Tuesday evenings at 7 there will be informal group discussions. Please observe bulletin boards for further details of the retreat.

C. G. invited to Join Wesleyan Parley

Dean Nye has just received a letter from David N. Kendall of the Wesleyan Parley Committee extending a cordial invitation to professors and students of Connecticut College to come to Wesleyan for the Annual Parley of the College Body of Wey- sleyan University, which is to be held on the 10th and 11th of March. The topic chosen for this year's discussion is "Higher Education in a Democracy." Arrangements and meals will be arranged at no expense to the representatives from this college. The foreword of the Wesleyan Parley Committee is composed of Oliver E. Stone, chairman, Clifton E. Day, reporter, ex office, W. G. Fash, D., Kendall, F. W. Potter, R. H. Throop, and others.

"For generations the freedom and equality of educational opportunity in the United States of America has been traditional. To the degree that this dream is fulfilled, the character of our democracy will progress. Every opportunity for freedom, every provision for the protection of minority rights, the very preservation of democracy de- pends upon maintaining an enlightened public opinion. More and more, evidence is demonstrating that what you are in for?"

Professor Schattschneider has been very active in Connecticut in all movements directed toward betterment of the state government, and his interest in the students of Middle- town in the same subject.

During the past summer he was a leader at the student's summer congress and school held at Deering, New Hampshire, under the auspices of the Boston University school of religion. He will preach at the regular evening service on Sunday at 7:30. In December "Eagle" wrote about her French "Our stay is most interesting." Little better about it now. "I shall be informal group discussions. He will speak at Chapel on Monday and Tuesday mornings, and will be available for private interviews, and will be available for private interviews. "Eagle," wrote, "will talk about it frequently."

"December "Eagle" wrote about her French "Our stay is most interesting." Little better about it now. "I shall be informal group discussions. He will speak at Chapel on Monday and Tuesday mornings, and will be available for private interviews, and will be available for private interviews. "Eagle," wrote, "will talk about it frequently."
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"Our location is very fortunate," she continues, "as Pat (her roommate) and I have the use of the Sorbonne, which is about a twenty-minute run, good a part of it through the Luxembourg gardens, and back again for lunch. I have three courses, six lectures a week, so that I have plenty of time to work. In the afternoon I stagger down to headquarters here for classes every afternoon and Tuesday evenings at 7 there will be informal group discussions. Please observe bulletin boards for further details of the retreat.

Announcement For Play

A Bill of Divorcement is scheduled to be played on March 24th, 25th, and 26th. The presentation on March 24th will be a dress rehearsal for the members only. The students' performance will be given Friday and Saturday nights the 25th and 26th as only 265 people can be accommodated in the "Center Theatre". May it be said with a great deal of enthusiasm, "What a treat you're in for?"

Wesleyan Professor Will Speak Tues.

At Convocation

Dr. Elmer E. Schattschneider, Professor of government at Wesleyan University, has chosen the very timely topic of "The State in War and Peace" for the subject of his Convocation address on March 9. Professor Schattschneider has been very active in Connecticut in all movements directed toward betterment of the state government, and his interest in the students of Middle-town in the same subject.
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Junior Banquet

Mobican Hotel

Saturday, March 5

Senior List for First Semester Is Announced; Six Students Have "A" Averages

Senior List for First Semester Is Announced; Six Students Have "A" Averages

Rev. R. P. Carter Returns for Retreat

Recalled When 17 Vesper Listeners Acclaim Speaker

Seniors Lead With 35 On List; Sophomores Second With 23. The Dean's List, published twice a year, includes the students for each semester who have made the highest standing, approximately twelve and one-half percent each of the entire group. Since Physical Education is required of all students, those in that subject the only differentiation of record is "passed" or "not passed," a student may have reported the record "passed" in that subject to be eligi- ble for consideration when the lists are prepared. Seniors

The seniors names indicate first rank with a standing of 4.00, or an A average. The rest are in alphabetical order.
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The Library Around the Dial
At any hour of the day the library can be of service to us. During dormitory hours, we can study there. When we feel like relaxation, we can always stop at the magazine room. For all our outside reading, there are stacks of books and periodicals.

We often get surprised in our work that we fail to notice the one method of the Palmier room and the pleasures of the books-shelves. The thought of complete escape from work is the only welcome one. Actually we always feel some gratitude, as shown by the freshmen who admit that they are getting something besides grades from their sources.

We never fail to show the Palmer Library to all visitors. There is no book that has not been shown by the freshmen who admit that they are getting something besides grades from their sources.
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The Habit of Not Gossiping
Bertrand Russell in his book, "The Conquest of Happiness" says: One of the most universal forms of irritability is the attitude taken by practically everybody towards malicious gossip. Very few people can resist saying malicious things about their acquaintances, and even on occasion about their friends; yet when anybody else has anything to say against themselves, they are filled with indignation and amusement.

Malicious gossip is prevalent in any community where there are people competing for recognition, and this is doubly true in a college group of today. It is difficult to realize that we must guard against malicious gossip if we wish to have people recognize our special merits, and to avoid the feeling that conversation "between our backs" follows the destructive rather than the constructive bend.

There is a very good method which was designed for man, to solve the gossip issue. That method is by rational thinking. Many times misunderstandings that cause malicious gossip are cleared up by "talking the problem over with the person who has given it the opportunity to gossip." Nine times out of ten you will discover that there was no cause to bring about hard feelings. If it is impossible to discuss the matter, the writer should first examine the issue and avoid talking to other with whom we are in no way connected with it.

By forming the "Habit of Not Gossiping" about (Continued on Column 4)
Miss Parke Speaks

On German Works To Drama Club

Miss Parke, as a guest of the Dramatics Club, gave a talk last Wednesday evening in June Addams '19 German at 8:30. She spoke of the influence of history on the drama and pointed out that in the sixteenth century and today, the military attitude toward the German people was very influential in the plays. However, in the 17th century, the Germans realized the beauty and greatness of French drama, and began to copy and interpret the plays. Miss Parke's account of that time were direct translations of the French. It wasn't until nearly a century that Shakespeare's name was heard in Germany, and his influence succeeded in swaying the German conception of true dramatic art.

Miss Parke then turned to some of the outstanding German dramatists and enumerated characteristics. She was interested in the number of theatres, saying that every small village had its own theatre, and the play was a very popular entertainment with the German populace. She also pointed out the necessity of the performances for the laborers. The plays are not simplified but are some of the difficult parts that they understand. She ended her interesting account with a hope that German drama might become more popular with the other countries.

Belated Greetings For Aging Editor

Six Alumnae Visit Campus Recently; Busy in Work, Travel, Study

SYMPHONY CELLIST IS WELL-LIKED

A symphony cellist performed last Saturday night in the Music Club. The Low Amtschul '41, an enthusiastic audience received because of its excellent singing and the pleasant, not-too-formal atmosphere which it created. "Frankie and Johnnie", a lively American folksong cleverly arranged by Mme. Lesioni, Elsie Weeks '38, Herr Ebmann, Dorothy Marie Schwenk '38, Hester, Helen Leu '39.
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Pinky Roe's earmuffs were greeted by Lucy Barnes' remark, "What happened to the ears of the rabbit?"

"B. G. Griffin still wears an engagement ring, but you'll have to go to her to get the right story about it.

"Mim Remick and Doris Goldstein got to Midwinter finally at 11 o'clock-alone. Their dates were still dressing!"

"We're glad to see Bobbie Wynne has joined the ranks once again, and is feeling as well as she looks. She still has her Yale law man, too, who won't take 'No' for an answer!"

"Emmy Alyn is still faithful—
that was always the way she was at Midwinter."

"Kay Chatton finds herself busy these days making paths from town to college as she coaches a play for the B. F. W. in town."

"Connecticut College has a new crooner! Have you heard the lovely low and very bazooka-like voice of Jesse Baker '40, 'mornin' in the mornin'?

"Upon seeing the statue of Chief Tecumseh at Amicus in the petals, "Nevy Blue and Gold!," Miss Francescini was overheard saying to another, "That must be Caesar."

"Who has been roasting marshmallows on curtain rods, nail files, and compasses? Campfire Girl meeting.

"Freshman was overheard saying to college as she coaches a play for the B. F. W. in town.

"Franky O'Keefe '39 has three people hard at work knitting on a sweater to get it done by His birthday.

"The height of conscientiousness was seen recently in a visiting house servant, who when she got all ready to jump into bed, had hand on no nickel for an emergency. She never did get to sleep so soundly. No one can say these house favors aren't cautious!"

"Caroline Dink '41 was relieved to find that her blind date last weekend belonged to the Ecletic Society, not the Epileptic Society.

"Remark made on one male observer at the Wesleyan Screeners' dance here last weekend: "Connecticut sure has a lot of clubs. I'm convinced of that!"

"Among the more unusual things which happened last Friday night is the campaign sponsored and carried out by Beth McIlraith '38. She made the rounds of Mary Alice House"—Mrs. Mary Alice, "Counselling for a Nearly Cure," as she solicited pennies for a trip to Harlem. She came through with only twenty-nine cents, and so had to revert to selling part of her cigarettes. The total amount was decided by Beth, who was really feeling as well as she looks."

"We have to hand it to Betsy Humick for her novel ideas as to how to get fellows for a few pennies each month. She has started a letter campaign to three or four seniors each night to pick up letters for the eight o'clock mail. It means a mere dime a month for the college, and is quite the thing that night. It certainly sounds good, Betsy. On the farm here's hoping it brings home the bacon for 1940!"

"And you Juniors had better keep your eye on that Peg Hess and her cronies. They'll find that mosiac if determinedness has anything to do with it."

"Eight Will Go To Northfield

Conference will be represented at the Northfield Midwinter Conference by eight delegates. Clarinda Birdwell at first year leader of the group. She was a member of the committee made up of a number of students from various colleges which planned the entire conference.

"The other tentative list of delegates are the following: Sylvia Wright '40, Mary Hannah Slinger-land '40, Jane Wiggin '40, Ruth Kellogg '39, Marilyn Maxted '40, Jean Simonsen '40, and Sarah Barnet '40.

"The Targe comes forth with this optimistic note:

"Now I lay me down to rest, Before to-morrow's test. If I should die before I wake I'll have no text to take.

Modern Trends In Science Reported

The nature of viruses, or those organisms which are so important in the diet of every person, is still being investigated by those persons interested in the maintenance of health from the nutritional point of view. In an interesting demonstration at a meeting of the Science Club at Amicus in the Computer's Room, Sylvia Wright '40 and Cynthia Maddon '39 reporting on an article in "The Activities of a New Material-organism" in "Journal of Heredity." The nucleus of those organisms which are probably half plant and half animal, is increasing. Sponges grow abdomenally in the warm waters of Florida. Although they are very beautiful and odd, they have remained valuable experimental subjects. This tetropliid (or double chromosome number) condition is passed on following generations once it has been established. Agnes Savage '39 recently wrote an article on the same issue of the "Journal of Heredity." The use of phosphorescent materials is increasing in the manufacture of chalk, which may be used for writing at night because of the glowing quality of phosphorous. This use is also being extended extensively in the illumination of signs for outdoor advertising, Roberta Kenny '40 reported.

"Bobby Cherry '38, president of Science Club, announced that an outside speaker will be present at the April meeting.

New Play Announced By Theatre Guild

"Fool's Hill" by Robert Weisel. It will be the first play produced by the Bureau of New Plays' first play competition, will be on the Theatre Guild's schedule for next season. The play was read by the Theatre Guild's board of directors during the last few weeks and there was a unanimous vote for purchase at the last Guild meeting.

"The play was released by the seven motion picture sponsors of the Bureau as a possible production in order that the Guild might do it.

"Fool's Hill" is a play about the country bumpkin with a real talent for life at a Middle Western university.

"Robert Weisel was born in Cale- maci, Michigan and graduated from the University of Michigan in 1928. Although he had originally intended to be an artist, he went on to take a master's degree in English. He taught in the English Department for the first one-half years, during which time he had been hired for his doc-torate. During this time he became interested in the theatre and plays. The play is for "Fool's Hill" is a play about the country bumpkin with a real talent for life, at a Middle Western university.
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BOSTON SCHOOL OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

Opportunity for service in a new field of healing is being offered. Course of study includes biological, clinical, and the creative arts. All graduates will be placed following graduation. MRS. MARJORIE B. GREENE, Director 7 Hanover St. Boston, Mass. Only school in New England recognized by the American Medical Association for the training of Occupational Therapists.
Press Board Head's Diary Investigated

You hear her in choir, read her editorials in News, watch her play, bowl and play golf, and clip her write-ups of college events from the Daily Campus, which are the local United States Press Board, which means not only a daily column for the New London Daily News, but also supplying the raw meat of the other editors, helping the new reporters to learn a path in the trichromatics of journalism, and reviewing conversation lectures and the like for the ‘spindle.’ A cheerful winsome to help others acquaintances the responsible capability shown here.

“The snow makes me long to dive French for a try at maneuveringness to help others accompanies original on campus, it is out of the she acquired in modern dancing.
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under a totalitarian state the educational system is transformed into a propaganda machine. It is with this

The tentative program is as follows:

on the telegraphic meet
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Connecticut College which won second
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Dean's List for First Semester Is Announced.

Six Students Have "A" Average
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The first name indicates first rank with a standing of 4.00, or an A average. The rest are in alphabetical order.

Virginia Tuber, Lakeville, Conn.
Marjorie D. Abrahams, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Clarinda M. Bury, Hartford, Conn.
Eunice D. Carmichael, Hamden, Conn.
Marcia Engel, New York, N. Y.
Helen Feldman, Norwich, Conn.
Thelma M. Gilkes, Groton, Conn.
Muriel Hall, Moodus, Conn.
F. Gwendolyn Jones, New Rochelle, N. Y.
Elizabeth P. Jordan, Willimantic, Conn.
Mary A. Kelsey, Waterbury, Conn.
Harriet C. Mendel, New Haven, Conn.
Virginia R. Mullen, New Rochelle, N. Y.
Elizabeth L. Parcells, Grosse Pointe, Mich.
Priscilla Pasco, W. Hartford, Conn.
Eunice Titcomb, Huntington, N. Y.
Irene G. Traggis, New London, Conn.
Lisa M. G. Wiegand, Clifton, N. J.
18 Juniors, 11 from Connecticut.

SOPHOMORES

The first name indicates first rank with a standing of 3.75. The rest are in alphabetical order.

Sybil F. Bindloss, Mystic, Conn.
Patricia E. Alvord, Winsted, Conn.
Incles L. Barace, New London, Conn.
Helen E. Biggs, Hamden, Conn.
Doris M. Bonner, Waterbury, Conn.
Miriam F. Brooks, Windsor, Conn.
Helen S. Burnham, Bayside, N. Y.
Pauline Carroll, Poland, Ohio
Ruth N. Chazen, Danbury, Conn.
Shirley Dichter, Stamford, Conn.
Pauline Carroll, Poland, Ohio
Ruth N. Chazen, Danbury, Conn.
Shirley Dichter, Stamford, Conn.
Louise A. Flood, Stonington, Conn.
Dorothy M. Gerhart, Madison, N. J.
Elisabeth A. Hubert, New Britain, Conn.
Elizabeth M. Kent, Waterford, Conn.
Lois B. Langdon, Providence, R.
Natalie R. Maas, New York, N. Y.
Florence H. McKenney, Cincinnati, Ohio
Katherine L. Meili, Paterson, N. J.
Dorothy Newell, Uxbridge, Mass.
Lucita Pollock, Norwich, Conn.
Dorothy E. Bowand, New London, Conn.
Frances G. Russ, New London, Conn.
Mary A. P. Scott, New Rochelle, N. Y.
Jean M. Sincere, Highland Park, Ill.
Jane L. Waters, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Marguerite Wittaker, Hartford, Conn.
Marjorie Van D. Willgoos, West Hartford, Conn.
29 Freshmen, 9 from Connecticut.

THE STRONGEST STATEMENT—

the best advertising is to tell something about a product that the user can prove for himself...

A lot of smokers have found that Chesterfields have a taste they like... that Chesterfields are MILDER.

You can prove for yourself that Chesterfields SATISFY.

YOU'LL FIND MORE PLEASURE
in Chesterfields' milder better taste